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By Marian Burros

Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x
7.5in. x 0.6in.We want to go back to a time when life was not so complicated -- or, at least, when we
look at it from a distance, it was one that seemed much simpler. One ofthe few ways most of us can
get there together is through our food. -- from the IntroductionIn these turbulent times, bestselling
author and acclaimed New York Times columnist Marian Burros felt the change in Americas eating
habits. More and more, Burros noticed that people were setting aside their salads and instead
reaching for foods like meat loaf and mashed potatoes, while others longed for the cookies, cakes,
and pies their moms used to bake. In Cooking for Comfort, Burros shares more than 100 recipes for
comfort food. Some are classics, some are streamlined for modern tastes, some have a
contemporary twist, and some are unabashedly indulgent. But all are stuff from which taste
memories are made. Known for her ability to create deeply flavorful food and foolproof recipes,
Burros shares mouthwatering recipes for dishes like classic Maryland Crab Cakes, Cream of Tomato
Soup, the ultimate Toasted Cheese Sandwich, the Perfect...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential study publication. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written publication.
-- Ha llie Sta nton-- Ha llie Sta nton

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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